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IiJTRvDDCTIOl·J 

This paper is not only an update from the standpoint of bringing 

the �yents of the coop struggle more up to date. It is also an up

date of our analys:bE_ of those .events. As the contradictions in the 

coop.system have developed and intensified, we can see more deeply 

the meaning of phenomena that were previously understood on a more 

superficial level. r�·or instance, what 1.\!as the significance of the 

economic success of ;.'orth Country Coop, and how did it affect the 

hippie's world outlook? And why was the PRB established? 

.2:vents do not just happen. One must look for the causes in the 

material conditions of life. 

"There are ma:t1y contradictions in the process of development of 

a complex thin�, and one of them is necessarily the principal contra-

diction whose existence and development determine or influence the 

existence and development of the other contradictions." 

"uot only does the whole process of the movement of opposites 

in the development of a thint:;, both in their interconnections and in 

each of the aspects, have particular features to which we must give 

attention, but each stan;e in the process has its particular features 

� which we must L;ive attention, too. If people do not pay attent

ion to the staLes in the process of development of a thin6, they 

cannot deal with its contradictions properly." -J.Iao 
·--�- ·-··-·- - -----· -... ... -� .. ____ -- ---·-�---·---
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The coop stores emerged from the latter days of the a.nti-war 

movement and the heginning of the anti-irrlperialist movement. 'Nhat 

is the difference between these two movements? 

1. 'T'he political olatfor.n of the anti--v,1ar movement was �· ma}::e 

peace v.rithout vTar11 or HmaJ<-.e love not war''. The anti-war movement 

was essentially a peace movement. Althouqh the initial thrust of 

the anti-war rnovem.ent was c:m anti-imneria.list JYl.OVement ,.,hich �A7as 

leo hy SNCC, t,he Student 1\1on-Violent roordinatinq Committee. 

We don't have to second guess '11-rhy the anti-war moveMent lost 

its anti-imperialist drive. It coulf only have gotten lost through 

co-optation. �'evertheless, the peace rnovei'Tlent platform reflected 

its do�inant class content "t-rhich v1as the white J:'Tliddle an0 upper 

class. The political character of this platform was hourqe_o:is 
,..�· '""""" - - . .  - . . ----- ·-·--- . " . . 

idealism, noralis� and escapis� which puroosefully prevente� the 
.......... -----� �-_ .. __..__._.._.., _ --....__..,...,__ __ ,. _ _ , _ ___ ... -.-.. ,..., __ •, - _._._,��-"'-' ...... . ,.. .• _ -- ,._.,.,.- ��� .... -.... '>">"�----··- ____ _...,_...,. 

anti-war �ovement from takinq a pol.itical position on u.s. imperial-
----�--W -----""�>¥<--l'K""''I(,,._.,. . ..._ .. ,,,. , ..., ....,_ , --...,_ ......_ ... ,.,..,__,_,..,., �,.,..,..,.,.,..... .. ,-...,.-�.: ·'"'''""'''*""";··�"<-,_,_,......,.,,,., - ,,_._,,,,_, ·� ..... � _ . ..,._._, __ .,.,,._.,.,.,_, •. �,.,_.,_ v-.��¥•·• _..,_ ··"" -�,·�-.-

isi'1 not only in Viet T'·lam 0ut aroun� the 'l,vorl<'l. 

"Rourgeois influence was in0cA"l a factor in restrictinq verhal 

and material support to the VictnamE:'se people's struggle against 

n.s. imperialism. However, there is also a material hasis for the 

--·J limited support. In lookina at the class relations in the mode of 

production, we see the white workinq class and the petty bourgeoisie 

as tvell as the hourgeoisie "�-_rho henefit 0 irectly from U. r. imperial-

ism. Considering the dominant class content in the anti-war 

move�ent, how could the anti-war �ovemAnt members take a class 

position against the capitalist class which is responsible for the 

movement members' privileged position in the class relations in 

production? 

2. In contrast to the anti-war �ovPnent, the anti-imperialist 

movement is based on an ideological founration which encompasses 

i0eologies of the working class struggle. 
� 



The birth ann material existence of the anti-imperialist 

moveMent is based upon the interconnectedness of all forms of class 

oppression ana class economic exploi t.ation throughout the world. 

Due to the development of the socia.l system of capitalism, class 

oppression and class econoMic exploitation have only one political 

character - imp�rialist. The imperialists the world over have as 
.. 

.. -

their aim the repression of working class struggles because the 

workinq class struqgles the '-''Orln over have as their aim the over

---·�� throw of their class oppressors anc class exploiters. The dol"1inant 

class content of this moveMent is \'lcrking class people. 

Thus, the difference hetween the two movements lies in the class 

content and class orientation. 

II 

Re>forc the closinq of the anti-\ATar era, the ohjective con0itions 

presenten anti-\•Tar activists with bro choices: one, essentially they 

coult). adopt a political stance of reforl".iSIT\ anr'l non-confrontation 

with the imperialists; and two, they could work to transform the 

anti-war movement into an anti-im.pE-rialist moveMent. 

�ithout exception, the anti-war activists in the Twin Cities 

were faced.with the same �pjective choice. The Twin Cities anti�war 

activists oid'nt choose to work for the transformation of the anti-

war movement into the anti-iMperialist :rnoveJYlent. There are two 

causes why the anti-imperialist moveMent didn't cevelop in the Twin 

Cities: one--the suhjective cause, the dominant class content of the 

anti·-war movement was colleqe stur:lents, colleqe nropouts, orofessors, 

and college qrarluates, most of when came from. the class of the petty 

bourgeoisie. Nce0less to say, this class sector had very little in 

coiTlmon socially, educationally and politically \Arith the working 

t·h._� l••· ·�r,..,.m.--nt ctti-cJrlptcn to spread itself to the :masses, it 

Those involver: �·rere 
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either unwilling or unable .. to �eize the proble!"l of class contradiction 

and deal with it; di�cussions of the failures were aiw�ys a dernoral

ized1 beating-around-the-bush sort of affair, turning on each others 
. . 

petty problems as a means of avoiding the real issues. '!'hrouqhout 

the entire period, the movement failed repeatedly on several scores--

. _ -�,�:i.�tl:Ee
.�.

to 
_
u�?,�,

r
-.
s

�
��?(l cl�:s an�ysi.s and their own class position; 

failure to ally with and take direction fro� the workinq class 

struggles: failure to approach politics in an organized, systematic 

manner. The novement's inability to produce results led to its 

demise as an organized. force. Its me:rnhersh.ip split off into tv.ro 

basic �irections: 

1. Isolated, ultra-left underground - lPeathcrrnan. 'T'heory \..ras that 

the ultraleft underground would servo as the vanquard to shovl every-

one else the way. In reality, heinq that far left ann unch;rground 

created a convenient buffer space betv.reen the political ''cadre" 

and the working masses, so that the class contradictions there 

coul� be more easily ignored. This is an a�alysis of the political 

situation at the time of the SDS split into �t1eathcrman and PL. 

2. Fippie gLUn.:t.er.cul ture and \'170l1len' s liberation"' m.pv_e.me.n_t • . Both 
,............. .. _..._, __ ,·c�.>"' ... " 

chauvinism, laziness, lack of ihitiative, lack of spirit - and 
" ............... -�- -�----�-�- � .... - -¥-- �- ------· -� - .... ------ -�-�-.. -· - ---· .. . . ---- . -� ·�- ......... � .... -- ; .• 

saw revolution as a process of inwar1 nersonal and spiritual devel-
............. r .. -�-------�� ·•-�•"" •••or ,, •. ·-. ,_.., 

opment. To be sure, many of these \•Tcre real problems, but they 

were not the primary cause of the :rnovp:rn.ent's failure. Much of the 

criticism and discussion at this point �anifested itself in person-

ality trips, hackhitinq, etc. l\.nalysis and theory continued to re-

volve around in�ividuals and leaners. The solutions arrive0 at 

0y this group continuen to be n.ctachen froP1. the worYinq class. 

This is what led un to the hippie coops. 
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Reason nurnher hm for why the anti_-iMPe
·
r.ialist movemPnt oinri·tt 

... "t 

iievelop in the Twin Cities, the objectJve cause • •  the Material 
- �- ..... - .1-- . 

condition of the white worY'ing class t.•rasn' � ·at t:!'l.:- point of economic 

rieterioration which would have letl.. it __ t0 a"ctive ly see� class support 

ano. class soliCl.arity across racial n.nd sexual lines . .. -: .  
• l .

.
.. .. 

F ?.cer'l. t.•ri th vrha t appear en to he t-.;.10 insur!'1ounta.blE? factor 's, �ne 
. ' 

suh-: n.cti ve n.nr the ohj e_cti ve, thP. only o}-\i 0.cti_ve cho•oe for the anti-

war activists to �ake was to ·a�ont a political stante of reforMism. 

�heir political stance too:r- �asically four for�s of struaqle: 

(.�) a percent of the anti-v-rar 0.ctivists t.tJcnt bacY' to join the syste� 

hy vrt=�v of a ettiPq hiqhsaln.ry P"lyinq johs: (B) n. nercent joinen 

co:rn.munity orqanizn.tions n.nd strictly or g ani z ed arounn community 

issues. e.q. tenant's rights, welfare rights, food coops/ (C) another 

percent joinec'l. the hippie dult; which also qot into fooc'l. coops; 

(D) the. seporatist wo!'len ' s· mov0.P1.E'nt pullec'l another percront of anti-

war activists . · 

Due to 6ur subject 6f stuny, we are only concerne� with the 

for��tion of the coons. 

7\ t the heqinninq of tl--te -foor coons in t!-1e <r',,rin ri ti�s onC' (;i'\n 

see rnorF evid8nce of the interconnectP(lness of struaales anr ?lso 

cl ?.sses. 

poli tic<�l activists w·'l-t.o hn.r1 hc-:Pn infl-tH"nc<?r. hy tlle C:'.Tr.� coop JTIOV0-

JT�f'nt in the South. �hese coons also hn.r an influP P C P  �n.the for!'1-

ation of the original Vest �?nk ·hipniE" coons. 

� Fowever, th0 approachPs of th0se two qrouns to the nroqram of 

a c oop storP was �isti nctly rifferrnt an� reflectP� th� �if-fprencP 

in class content of the two qrouns. 
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'J'})e hlacJ.r coons v1ere mass-orientPd- oroqra.!"ls that s�rvf!(l ·the most 

popular. kinds of foods that their co'JT'.muni ties ate,· \•!hj le the hippie 

coops hec?.�:me more ;:m0 more exclusively cult food. nr\(?. of the early 

coons run hy hoth hlack and ·white wor�inq class neonle Bnproached 

north �ountrv rooo for cooDerRtion with crP�it on sources of foo�, 

Nhich is a key ele:nent in devPlo-pinq a foort coon and is much !"ore 

;rParily �va ilah l e to the n0tty houraeoisie t�an to the worJ.rina class. 

'l'1orth rountry r:oop turned thP.J". no,·m. l--r-ca.use thPy carrieCI. 'I shit :food" • 

. -nort.h rountry roon \<!?.S the first store from ,,rhic'I-J. tl:i0 "<;oon 

H0ve1"1Pnt" th_at vJf' are stu0 yinq developer. It �,ms the merqer of qrouns 

that had run b�o earlier stores: P eople ' s Pantry, which wr:Is a private 

nosAssion of th0' hinpie cult, ant� l'r'rue Grits, �'rhich ��ra s l i¥-e fl req-

u�ar qrocery store , set un hy anti-war activjsts whose orientation 

was " corununi ty oraaniz inq " . t1orth Country roon \\r?.s oriq inal ly 

conceive0 hy t.he .,rue Grits rtctivists i'IS a '!coMMunity arocc:ry store" 

\'rhich '\.>YOUlG. stock o.ll J.-:irv�s of food 21n0 �.pneal t.o ?..11 kinds of 

oeople, hut it was soon ta�Pn over hy the PeoplP's Pantry hionies. 

Historical evirlf>nce hi'\s shown tha.t thE">se hiPPies ��ere anti-t•rorkinq-

cJ.ass anA t�at un�er their control �orth rountrv Coon was run forP-

f"ost to serve the hipn.ie coT'lm.uni ty ?.nr'l sP.conflly houraeois college 

stui-'lPnts . 

.,he hinpies nlayea r1. T1.C'I. jor role in th<" 0_ f"vr::lonl"'ent of r-�orth 

Country r:ooo. nev0rth.eless, the hippies were self-ori�nted c=mo iitPal-

istic an�rchists. They stood opposer to tl,TO of the Most funraJTlental 

-------- --7 l..rc apons that the v1orking class cher ished the most: orq?_nization 

and discipline. 

I 
Beinq self-oriented, the hiPPies acte0 opnortunistically in ur1 �.;r·-

cuttinq thr> oriqinal plan to stock- �1orth Country to· furth.r;>r. their 

selfish enc'ls. 
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The question of what line of fooos 'irill thP coons cc.rry has 

ahrays been a class question hut it. h;<1s alv.rn.ys heen dis9uised as a 

heclth question . The class nature of the foo� question in some cases 

has been verv c lear and at other times the . �lass nature ha� been 

submerged in issues vJhich v•rere and are secondary. 

Ironically, the food question has alwn.ys been resolved by el�ss 

struggle. The class struggle over the. line of food·w�s very apparent 

\vhile in the process of set.tinq up· l''�orth Country Coop. ':"he food · 

.... ... ' ' . � 
question is a class questi6n �n� �o� a health question. This was 

. . .. -;·, ;. , . . r .� 
evir1.ent in the first. coon store an(! it ha.s so reJTiainen uhtil today 

With R JTlUCh \<Tiner SCOpe
. 
c;f .the ClrlSS StruqqlP .

· 

... 
The first two line stfugql� too}:- nlil.ce over 'iJhat class forces 

t•7P.re aoinq to control Ho:rth r.ou:r.t."ry. · .,he · choice \<ms ·r-et'"t.•TP(':>n th0 

self-oriented inealist hipnies or'other forces who r epresen ted the 
.J ... ' • 

community· interest hy nushing for ?. "rine line · of· foooAs �rhith' �rork-
.. r.·. 

inq people 'l.vPre AccustoP1c>c to p·�tina .· 

The first coon struqqle over the foon question resulted in ae£

eC�.ting the ·original l
·
ihe of � fo:cking pro cesserl · foofl.s. Prom this 

victory the pure food l
.
i'he �s �st.ablisl-Jefl throuqhotit the coops for 

a number of YPflrS wi tho.ut c'ti;{ilenqe. 

This victory for the "hippies:- can be n ttrihuted to t\Aro factors! 

one 1 they \�!Jere MOre strongly orqanized .than the forces that repre

senterl "coi'1Muni ty , 11 ann t�,;O 1 althouah 'the hippies "V7ere irlealistic·, 

their arauMents over the· pure fdoA l:ine "rere very oo'irerful· �T'r'l. ppr

suasive hecause they dealt 'li'litl-J t�P foon auestion · a s a henlth aues-

ti. on . 

"Hence, in ordP� not fo fin�· (bneself) in the position of irlle 
nrea�crs (one) Must.not ha�e (0ne1s) activities on ahstract 1pri.n
ciples of huMan r er:tso n 1 , 'Dut on th'P concrete conni tions ·of the :·mater
ial life of society'· as t!tP; rl.PtPrMininq force or socid.l c1evelopment; 
not on the qooii ,,Jishes of 1 an�at · nen' , :hiJt on the real needs of o.e-
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velopment of the material life of society. �! 

In spite of the fact thc.t t-'orth Country c:lio.n 't carry processec'i 

foods, it still met a ma.terial need of many ,.rorJ ... ing class people by 

selling cheap food. 

In this connection, the hippirs ha� not planne� or anticipate� 

the gre;::,.t number of people that l'•orth r.ountry a-t;:tr?.cter . •  

on account of �,.orth Country having IY�et r.n f"ConoT"'ic need of work-

ing class people, t•rhich. 'ltras coMplPtP ly unint0ntion�l, th0 anarchistic 

political beliefs of the hippies changed ra�ically. Although the . 

hiPpies rnaintainec1. their styl e anc'! rnnnnerisns, their _approi'3ch to po-

li tical -v1ork changed to that of utopic:m sociali!:!tS. 

III 

''It is not the consciousness of Men thAt determines their being, 

hut, on the contrary, their social heing that r.etermines their con-

sciousness." 

This qualitative change of thG hiPPies political helicfs 0rmands 

our careful study. In understanding the �.ialectical rn.B.terialist lnw 
___ , __ .. _ ............ : _____ _..... ... �--.- -· ·-- ------·-·- -----�-- ----· -----"- �- .. ___ ., 

of development �·7hich stntes thn.t �·external. causes are the conc1.ition 
'"' -----�- -�- .· : 

of chanqe and internal causes are the :has is of. chanqe ", Ne . cr;�._n say 
-<�- ·M"'

�--------.-- - -·· .. - ·-·· · 

with precision that the economic success of _ }Torth Coun�ry Coop (tQe 
,_ -.. �---......-�-------:...._ ._..._ . ._.�, .. -. ......,.- __ ......... ...-..... ---

external condition) had a profound imnnct on the hippies pcli tica.l 
�-------.-·-�----- __ ,.. ___ . .,.. __ .... . __,., -=----___ ;_ __,�.--..3� ---- ..... -•. · """'·---..-·-·· 

--��-------------

mission in furtherinq the destruction of Jl"ononoly canitr.�lisrn. 
----------- -

-- The internal ba.sis of this chanqr::- 'lfTnS tJ::lat {1) the hippies oirl 

not possess a scientific revolutionary theory to quine their practice; 

{2) furthermore, they haf!. an unresolved int.ernal class contradiction. 

Therefore the pheno_rncnnl .0qonomi9 succ0ss o-t; "'�orth Country caused 
- :' �: •' .. . . . . 

the hippies to formulate a ·false'.conception of themse lves • .. They 

thought and acted as if they \'lerc the stand arn -heareJ::s of
· 

a nel'T 

l l society. This misformulated conception of thewsPlves is derived from 
� 



the world outlook of i0ealism which.is connected in practice to 

metanhysics. Their world outlook led th�m to sP-e themselves not as 

part of a process in changing society, but as an external force oper� 

ating on the process of changing societx· In this co�nection, their 

ideas and plans weren't reflective of any social laws of capitalist 

development. Corisequ·ently, their plans were based on their subjec

tivism �nd therefore their plans and theories did not fit objective 

reality. 

The North Country experience gave the hippies a new political 

perspective of themselves. To denote this new political change, we 
---

will now label the hippies Utopian Socialists.
" \· Utopian socialism is 

an inaccurate term to give them because it doesn't fully describe 

thP-ir essence. The inaccuracy of the term as it applies to them 

is the fn.ct th�:�.t they don't adhere to any formulated social theories 

to justify their social practice.- However, their practice and ideal-

istic aims bl t · · 1 · � resem e u ()p1.an socl.r.-l.srn. _)_.\ 

I\T ' 

"The nature of n thing is determinec. mainly by the principal 

aspect of a contradiction, the aspect which has gained the dominant 

position." 

-Hao 

The capitalist law of expansion and re-investment wasn't the 

motivating factor in the utopirn socialist call for coop expansion. 

This law became operative when the warehouse was established. How-

ever, another economic law was operative in the early stages of 

North Country Coop. This vms the l('I.W of supply and demand. The 

·economic law of supply and demand was in rlirect contradiction to the 

law of exp;:msion and reinvestment. F'xpansion and reinvestment was 

represented by the utopian socialist� because of their social · 
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mission to the world. On the other hand, supply and demand was rep

resented by the hippies who did not become utopian socialists but 

who were self-oriented and self-serving (hereafter called the petit 

bourgeois escapists} who used the food question to regulate supply 

and demand. That is, by not carrying the food people eat.one reg

ulates demand. 

Under the leadership of the utopian socialists, the coop move

ment developed and expanded. After hcving established the People's 

Warehouse, the capitalist law of economic survival became operative, 

the law of expansion and reinvestment, and has henceforth pl ayed a 

decisive influential factor in the political work of the utopian 

socialists. 

However, centralization demands unification. If viewed as a 

.whole, centralization without unification is fragmentation and dis

.organization which leads to economic decay. 

Being motivated by the economic law of survival, the utopian 

socialists in their efforts to unify the coop system organized the 

All Coop Meeting. The ACM was originally set up in the hopes of 

attracting money for expansion plans by consolidating all the 

economic power of the whole coop system. The utopian socialists' 

organizing efforts failed because of the contradictory political 

tendencies which had competing material interests in the coop 

movement, namely the Isolationists, Petty Bourgeois Escapists, 

Petty Capitalists, and Utopian Socialists. 

"If in any process there are a number of contradictions, one 

of them must be the principal contradiction playing the leading 

and decisive role, while the rest occupy a secondary and subordi

nate position.:. 

The primary reason why the coop unification effort failed is 
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because there wasn • t icl.eologica.l unity, the essential ingredient 

to organizational unity. 

Still being motivated by_the economic law of survival, the 

utopian socialists in their secon0 effort to unify the coop system 

organized the PRB (Policy Review Board) . 

All historical evidences point to the fact that the utopian 

socialists knew that there was no hope of building ideological 

unity with their opposition. In addition, the coop movement had 

brought into its thrust an increased. number of working class people 

who vehemently detested the hippieness nature of the stores. 

It is by no means an accident that the utopian socialists 

organized the PRB a.round out of town coops. The out of town coops 

were the only unified political base of the utopian socialists, 

because their existence depended on the warehouse both in getting 

organized and for their source of foo�. 

For anyone to think that the utopian s0cialists were on a 

power trip, you will, in fact, miss the dynamism of the coop move

ment. Nhat the utopian socialists wanted the most was unification 

which would have produced political clarity for the coop movement. 

It was abundantly clear to them that the majority of inner city 

c0ops didn't want unification, nor did they want political clarity 

for _the coop.struggle. Apparently all they wanted was to "eat 

brown rice and do their thing." 

The utopian socialists knew that political clarity could only 

come from an organized and unified body. One of the intents of the 

PRB was to help create political direction and clarity for the 

coop movement. If there is any major question concerning this 

statement of fact then the CO will welcome the opportunity to dis

cuss or debate anything stated to the contrary. 
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There is a fundamental gross misconception running around in 

DANC and in the ACA of why the PRB was created. (That is, as the 

supreme ruling body of the coop system.) We want to speak very 

precisely and to the point on the two aspects of the PRB. But 

first we want to pause, to acknowledge the fact that the utopian 

socialists were very confused on forms of organization, but they 

were not confused about their intent. They were serious about 

their mission to cha nge the world, and were continually frustra

ted by the disunity and escapism that characterized the majority of 

the Minneapolis-coops. However, they did not know how to go about 

ifeveloping ideological unity. 

The_f!:r::st_ asp�9.� 9f .th� 
___ PRB. The PRB was a democratic cen-

tralist form of organization. The warehouse collective functioned 

.as centralized leadership for the coop system. In relation to the 

centralized leadership. the PRB was mistaken to be the organiza

tional base. For the utopian socialists to mistake the PRB as the 

orgnnizational base was an indication of their lack of theoretical 

clarity on democratic centralism. 

But their lack of understanding is secondC!.ry. Their primary 

source of organizational confusion is that there was an absence of 

ideological unity in their midst. It must be noted that ideologi

cal unity transcends political unity, because political unity only 

comes about out.of necessity.- Proletarian ideological unity 

depends!:\ipon Marxist-I!.eni�ist principles· as the essential ingre

dients in maintaining one-ness of comrnittment to a socialist 

workers revo1ution. On the other hand, political unity is not 

absolute. Political unity is always crinditional depending on 

time, place and conditions. Political unity is based on alliances 

which are usually established out of expediency and necessity. 
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The kind of democratic centralism the utopian socialists were 

practicing was self-serving and self-oriented. Although democracy 

was put into practice in the PRB, it was not being practiced in the 

individual coop ·stores. This fact speaks to the absence of or

ganizational unity. There is a factual reason why democracy wasn't 

practices at the base level of the coops. This was because there 

wasn't ideological unity between,the leadership of the stores, 

petty bourgeois reactionaries, and the base -- the customers. 

Hence this was the shortcoming of the utopian socialist brand of 

democratic centralism. 

The second aspect of the PRB. The PRB was set up to serve as 

a legal front in order to deal with the legal problems of the 

People's Warehouse, Inc. in its relationaship to the whole coop 

system. 

The PRB had a double function: 1. On account of the economic 

growth of the coop system the PRB served as a legal shield. This 

legal shield was only as strong and can only be as strong as the 

degree of political unity. 2. Not being able to build ideologi

cal unity, the utopian socialists succeeded in building political 

untiy with its opposition. The material basis of this unity stems 

from the fact that all political tendencies had an invested interest 

in the coops, for whatever.reason; and it is precisely this fact 

that compelled them to rally under the le�al shield - the PRB. 

Why did the PRB succeed in rallyinq the coop system whereas 

the All Coop Meeting failed? This was because the All Coop Meeting 

could only operat� on ideolo�ical unity, which was impossible; 

while the PRB could offer a material basis for political unity, 

which was economic benefits.and legal protection. 

It was out of_ legal necessity that the PRB served as a unifying 

force. 
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�llieriever there is an absence of ideological unity, political 

unity only comes about out of political necessity and when the 

material basis of this unity is removed, the internal struggle of 
[c..·,''· . ,[ 

opposites continues toward its � course. 

v 

To review: The food question has always been a class question, 

not a health question. The food question was proven to he a class 

question in the inception of the first hippie coop store when the 

hippies organized 
·
and defeated the original plan of North Country 

Coop which was intended to be established on the order of a regular 

g:t.·ocery store • 

The impact of North Country's economic success was so phenome

nal that it caused a radical chanqe in the world outlook of the 

hippies. The external factor helped change the hippies self-orien-

tation to social revolutionaries of a new movement, the coop 

movement. 

As a result of not having embraced a revolutionary social 

theory and not being grounded in the working class, the hippies 

were led to adopt a false conception of themselves. They saw 
·i <:-•.• -, .. , •• 

themselves as the vanguard of a new society. The material �e 

of their false conception of themselves resembles that of the 

utopian socialists. 

Having taken the forefront in advancing the coop movement, the 

utpoian socialists were entrusted, by the political and economic 

realities, with the task to expand, centralize and unify the 

coop movement. 

Having met failure in their attempt to ideologically unify 

the coop movement in the All Coop Meeting, the utopian socialists 

out of economic necessity organized the PRB for two reasons: 

(1) to give shape, form and legal protection to the rapidly 
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expanding coop program and (2) as a form of organization to con�o-

lidate and strengthen political untiy in the coop movement. 

The existence of the PRB' s d.ual purpose attests to the fact 

that the utopian socialists failed ideologically to unify the 

coop movement. Their failure doesn't negate the necessity or the 

inevitability of a legal form to protect the coop system. Never

theless, the failure to unify the coop system ideologically made 

ideological struggle in coop expansion and aevelop�ent inevitable. 

Mv�eover, the material conditions which give rise to social move-

ments will inevitably reflect the class ideology of those material 

conditions. The People's Warehouse is a case in point. 

VI 

We will now examine aspects of the By-laws of Incorporation of 

the People's Warehouse which hRve relevance to our discussion on 

the PRB. First the PreamblP-. 

"The People's Warehouse at the time of incorporation and at the 
time of the adopti_on of these bylaws is a living, functioning 
entity, which has come to be what it ls through an organic process 
of growth, and has changed and adapted itself to the needs of its 
community as reason and circumstance have dictated. Thus there 
exists a common law -- a knowledge and a feeling in the hearts 
and minds of the people who are or have been associated with the 
People's Warehouse. This incorporation charter an0 these by-laws 
are only extensions and clarifications of this common law, they 
are in no way a replRcement for it. Law exists only in the minds 
and hearts of the people -- any set of rules or laws written down 
and agreed upon can at best be only a rough approximatipn of real 
law; and is used only as a visual aid in the uiscussion of the 
ever changing situation." 

�ve . think that is self-explanatory. 

"A. (1) b) The organization (coop store) must actively solicit 
the partie ipation of all its members within the decision-making 
process.n 

As was pointed out, democracy was never practiced on the base 

level of the coop system, but rather instead it was being observed 

in the PRB. 

There is only one .historical reason why democracy wasn't 
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practiced on the base level - ideological disunity between the 

leadership of the stores and the base, the customers. :tn a few 

cases organizers from the coop movement went into neighborhood com

munities and actively organized around'setting up coop stores. 

After financial support and physical labor was gained in setting 

up the stores, the administrative positions were help on to by 

whatever political tendency, petty bourgeois capitalists, anarchist, 

escapists, etc. was dominant in the process of setting up the 

store. Needless to say that these p9litical tendencies had their 

own built-in self i�terests, thereby constituting opposition to 

the practice of democratic centralism. 

In order to perpetuate their control of the coop stores, they 

erected the smokescreen of community control. 

But "community control" was never defined as to what community 

was'allowed to control� black, Indian, middle class whites, etc -

until the Beanery workers defined their base of legitimacy - the 

hard core working class. Having not defined what community they 

were for, the petty bourgeois leadership offue coop stores made 

it very clear what community they.were not for: " • • •  the community 

which they have alienated, a community which is not cmmposed of 

thier class, and a community which they have utter class contempt 

for --- this community is the working class. •� 

It is of historical importance to note that before the PRB 

was organized, the concept of community control served as a pro�-

tective cover for individual stores against the external legal 

forces of the state as well as for soliciting externAl support. 

"(c) Any salaries shnll be determined in a public democratic 
manner based on the principle, each according to one's needs." 

This is a joke. No matter what class clique controlled the 

stores, it made personal use of profits generated by the store. 
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After all, since democracy wasn't practiced and since they were in 

control of the store, why did they have to go through a fake demo-

cratic motion to get what they already had? 

"B) Representatives to the Board. 
(1) Each member shall select, in a fair and democratic manner, 

two representatives to be on the Policy Review Board. 
b) In the interest of eradicating l:nreaucratic centralism, 
each member is strongly urged to show good faith by select
ing at least one representative who is not a salaried 
worker of the member organization to sit on the Policy 
Review Board." 

We stated that the warehouse collective and the PRB practiced 

democratic centralism insofar cfs it was self-serving
, 

self-perpetu

ating. We used the term democratic centralism to demonstrate that 

the concept was partially being practiced before the Coop Organiza� 

tion theoretically introduced it. 

Without the fear of being misunderstood, we can nnw say that 

democratic centralism was used incorrectly. However, bureaucratic 

centralism is descriptive of the PRB's practice. Bureaucratic 

centralism was practiced in the class cliques who administered the 

stores and was carried up .to the PRB. Contrary to bureaucratic 

centralism, democratic centralism must hnve an ideological basis 

of unity before it can properly be practiced. 

In this regard there are only two forms of democracy, they are 

bourgeois and proletariat. Either you will practice democracy frcm 

the standpoint of working class idologies which are: anti-male domi·-

nation of women, anti-racism, anti-social oppresion ann anti-eco-

nomic exploitation; or from the monopoly capitalist point of view 

which is pro male chauvinism, pro racism, pro social oppression 

and pro economic exploitation. The coops might have paid lip scr-

vice to the correct ideology but in practice they were anti-workin� 

cln::;s. Without being unified arounn the wnrking class ideologic::s, 
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how could the coops practice democratic centralism? The question 

all coop stores must ask is, in whose class interest does bureau

cratic centralism serve and in whose class interest does democratic 

centralism serve? Without a doubt; one denotes social progress 
• 

and the other constitutes a road block to social progress. 

VII 

"Nevertheless, the failure to unify the coop movement ideolog-

ically precluded in the process of coop expansion and development 

that i.de(')logical struggle was inevitable. :• 

The by-laws, the PRB, bureaucratic centralism, alliances of 

political unity among the various political tendencies \'lere by no 

means a substitute for ideological unity in the coop system. 

There were numerous manifestations that the coop system was 

beginning to stagnate because of the absence of ideological unity 

and theroetical guidance. 

Some members of the CO made a concrete analysis of what was the 

missing ingredient in the coop movement and then proceeded system

atically to build ideological unity with working class elements and 

petit bourgeois elements who pledged their allegiance to the work-

ing class struggle. 

The CO has consistently built ideological unity through system
, and 1 

atic studyin<r·class practice. The co has consistently armed pro-

gressives with the scientific tool of analyzing, the dialectical 

method. The strength of the CO lies in its me�bers thinking dia-

lectically, practicing criticism, discussion and sell� criticism, 

and most importantly, going out and organizaing the working masses. 

VIII 

The CO knew on the first dny before it started organizing ,that 

there were counter-revolutionaries strongly entrenched in the coop 
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system who strongly opposed selling cheap and nutritional foods of 

all kinds which would directly benefit the poor and working class 

people. 

Thus far, in the process of the coop struggle, these counter

revolutionaries developed into right wingers and class enemies of 

the working class. 

As an organization we will be the first to acknowledge our 

organizational mistakes and errors, but ideologically we have yet 

to hear a principled criticism from our opposition. 

IX 

"To know your history and to act accordingly is to be revolu

tionary." 

The CO has based its existence on the working class struggle 

in its fight to overthrow monopoly capitalism and to establish dem

ocracy under the socialist state of workers control and ownership 

of the means of production. 

The CO has taken the position that the food question presently 

being discussed in the conps is a larger question�ich transcends 

the coops,· Twin Cities, Minnesota and the United States. The food 

question is a class question. To illustrate this statement of fact 

we ask the following question� If you are an unemployed worker 

and your worker's insurance· has run out and you don't have a job, 

how can you eat? If you have a family, or are part of a family of 

4 to 6 members and if you have not gotten an increase in wages to 

help fight inflation and the high cost of living, does you dollar 

purchase the same amount of groceries that it did 4 months, 6 

months or a year ago? Or if you are membercr the Cargill family, 

do you have the choice "Y7hether to eat organic beef three times a 

day or white rice with black eye beans three times a day? 
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The co still has before it the historical tasks of unifying 

the coop system and making it work to serve the working class 

and far.mers struggles. 

In carrying out its historical tasks, the CO wrote a history 

paper on the history of the Twin Citi�s coops, and based upon coop 

history_wr0te a proposal for restructuring ·the coop system. The 

CO also m�de an economic analysis of the coop in its paper called, 

"Economic Facts of Life vs. Coop Fantasies." In this paper the CO 

called "for the replacement of the present leadership (utopian 

socialists) with a leadership (CO) thnt·is trained and fitted for 

the task of bringing the coop system to a new level of economic 

develQpme�t with emphasis on anploying mcre.productive forces." 

The following is a portion from that paper: 

"By not having understood the misconception of non-profit, 

coop leadership has literally attempted to create a non-profit 

economic structure, the coops. As we said "non-profit is a legal 

term, it serves as �- mask to divert profits into corporate fronts." 

All business ventures must turn a profit if they are going to sur

vive financially by re-investing and continual expansion. 

"Is profit a social evil? We can only answer this question 

from a class perspective; however, the question that gets to the 

heart of the matter is, how is prcfit used? The capitalists use 

profit to enrich their power and ·control over society in a very 

class cliquish and counter-productive wRy that is social oppression 

and economic exploitation. Theref.ore, by not having made a clasa 

analysis, or defining profit, many coop penple have concluded that 

profit is a social evil. Profit is that pnrtion of one's work 

which hasn't been paid for or to· say unpnid labor. The following 

is an example of how the principle of profit works: a worker goes 
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to work for eight hours, out of the eight hours, 2� hours are 

spent making her/his pay for the day, 3� hours go into supporting 

the business cost of the employer. The last two hours are unpaid 

labor. The money produced from these two hours goes directly into 

the employer's pocket, this is profit. It is determined that the 

use of profit is always a class use, either it will be used to 

support the oppressive order of society or it will be used for the 

collective benefit of society. 

"We are going a step further to show that coop leadership 

attempted to literally make non-profit a workable concept. It has 

been ebserved many times that whenever there 0ccurred a sizeable 

build-up of money in the bank accounts the reaction has been to 

reduce the mark-up or in some other way discourage making money. 

There are cases where mark-ups have arbitrarily been established 

that didn't reflect any economic calculation. 

nidealism and business don't mi.x. There are many indications 

from coop leaders to discourage surplus. Needless to say, the 

coop system is built on the foundation of non-profit. As a result, 

the coops are going to collapse economically. Because for any 

business to survive in.this capitalistic system, it must have as 

much ready-reserve capital as it possibly can. Moreover, the 

capitalist system innately goes through the cycle frnm an economic 

boom to inflation, recession and depression. Each time this cycle 

is repeated wealth becomes more concentrated in the hands of the 

monopoly capitalists .. As a result large numbers of the petty 

bourgeoisie are forced to join the working class and small busi

nesses are forced to go under financially because bank loans are 

next to impossible to obtain for investment and expansion. There

fore, by coop leadership discouraging surplus they automatically 
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discourage expansion and investment. "When investrnent�declines, 

so do income and employment and hence also surplus itself." Con-

sequently, the coop system is now on an economic downturn - the 

beginning of an economic collapse. 

"Idealism and business don't mix. overhead .cost per unit 

fall as output rises. In the early days of the coop.history this 

was the case, but as the system grew and developed th8 reverse has 

become reality. The output is falling in relation to overhead 

costs, because expenses are rising and w arehouse output is not 

rising fast enough to keep up. There is no new investment and 

expansion crnsequently the overhecd costs per unit is rising. Now 

it is becoming next to impossible to make the break-even-point. 

"Considering the possibilit-y that if prices remain the same 

and if variable costs per unit are constant over the· relevant 

range - pr0fits per unit will rise, however, this will not save 
•·. 

the economic collapse of the coops because the problem lies with 

the u topian socialist leadership. The coop system can be saved 

and even improve, but it will require big ch�nge in policy. 

"We are calling for the replacement of the present leadership 

with a leadership that is trained and fitted for the task of bring

ing the coop system to a new level of economic development with 

emphasis on employing more productive forces." 

To demonstrate how serious we were about fulfilling our his

torical tasks, the CO took over the People's Warehouse. 

It is ironic to note that the PRB was set un to defend the 

coop system legally from the state agencies which are against 

social changes and now the PRB has become reaction-ary. ��ore

over the executive board of the PRB was organized as a political 

tool to suppress legitimate changes which are in the best interest 
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of advancing the coop movement. 

The executive board, actin� under the support of the PRB, 

manifested its class nature when it called upon the state, courts, 

c�rpnrations, i.e., Minnegasco, NSP, AT&T, to move against the co 

during the warehouse occupation. It s decision to'call upon the 

state to·. repress the CO indicates that they fully supported 

Rockefeller's decision to send state police forces into Attica. 

Knowing the true nature of a pig, many CO members could hav e 

gotten badly injured and killed. Bistnry will continue to con

demn the executive board and the PRB members for their decision. 

Now, many months after the "Tare house takeover, the executive 

board is still planning leqal action indirectly against the 

People's Warehouse and directly against the CO. The CO has proven 

by its practice that it is wnrking in the interest of the working 

class strurygle. In this repsect, the warehouse collective was 

once made up of CO workers, but now they have been replaced by 

the majority of working class people. If the reactionaries make � 

a legal move which will be detrimental to working class interest, 

then we will have nn other choice but to respond in kind with a 

move which will be of equal detriment to the reactionaries. 

During the warehouse takeover, the principal contradiction 

changed from CO vs. utopian socialists to petty bourqeois reac

tionaries vs. the co. 

The intensification of the contradiction between �heCO and 

the petty bourge.0is reactionaries led to the coop split. This 

split manifested itself in the creation of DANC. The PN "'as 

recently invited to take part in a public forum to discuss the 

differences between us and DANC. · The following is taken from the 

PW's position paper which was read at thefurum: 
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·"Now we will proceed to answer the three questions this forum 

has put befo=e us: 

1. Why are there two warehouses? 

2. What are the differences? 

3. ��Y don't both sides list their grievances instead of 

character assassination? 

"1. Based on the unity and struggle of opposites, which is 

a fundamental law of development, the two warehouses were a natural 

but temporary outgrowth of a two-line struggle in the coops. This 

two-line struggle is between the working class and the petty bour

geoisie over the question of leadership and control of the coops. 

"2. The differences are political differences. The most 

distinct difference is the contradiction between saying and doing. 

liTe all say we are opposed to monopoly capitalism, but the CO and 

the People's Warehouse h�ve demonstrated their long-range commit

ment to the revolutionary struggle against monopoly capitalism. 

" The coops will lose their revolutionary vitality and die 

if they cut themselves off from the source of revolutionary vitali

ty, the working class. The CO has not anly talked 11arxism and 

Leninism, it has worked actively to transform the dominant class 

content of the coops from petty bourgeois to workinq class. 

"The People's Warehouse and the other transformed coops have 

responded with deeds to the requests of working class people for 

the kind of food they eat and many other changes in the practices 

and atmosphere of the coops. 

"The CO has organized itself out of the R:ople' s Wnrehouse and 

brought in new working class leadership �nd provided jobs for 

working class people. 

"One of the real issues ri<Jht now is the re-unification of the 

coops under correct and legitimate working class leadership. 
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Economic laws dictate that two warehouses can't survive in the 

coops and that we would be much stronger as a unified movement. 

The majority of people in the coops have accepted the essence of 

the new program for the coops, including popular food and allegiance 

to the working class in opposition to monopoly capitalism. The 

coops will emerge from the present struggle stronqer than ever 

before, and unified on a higher level, because they will be based 

on the source of revolutionary life, the working class. 

"3. 'V7hy don't both sides list their grievances instead of 

character assassination? 

"Having said that the difference between us, DANC and PW, is 

of an ideological nature, to respond to the stated ques·tion with-

out preface will be to disregard our political position. 

"Hembers and supporters of DANC have clearly shown from their 

practices what class they will side with in order to protect their 

petty bourgeois class interest. Based on their selfish interest, 

the opposition to the People's Warehouse have called on the bour-

geois legal system to repress the legitimate working class forces 

in the People's Warehouse. We all know that the bourgeois legal 

system was set up as a tool to suppress and repress all revolution-

ary forms of struggle. And yet DANC members are continuing to 

hold the threat of legal action over the People's Warehouse like a 

club. 

"By DANC having used and using the bourgeois repressive tool, 

the legal system, to suppress defined workinq clcss interest, we 

clearly see DANC as a class enemy of the working class. 

"The PW as well as all transformed coops have embraced demo-

cra·tic centralism as the only correct method by which the working 

class can resolve its internal contradictions without relying on 

·the repressive tool of the legal system to settle its internal 
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differences. 

'"In contrast, Dl\NC relies on the class enemy of the working 

class, the bourgeois legal system. In addition, their opportunis

tic leadership seeks to operate as individuals, without submitting 

to organizational discipline and criticism. This is a fundamental 

ideological contradiction.n 

In the CO's restructuring propnsal, we proposed to bring 

about democratic centralism r.ts fellows:·· 

"Democratic centralism can only be·practiced in revolutionary 

organizations and_communist parties. Democratic Centralism: Cen

tralism is the collectivization of leadership; this is to say, 

'quality takes precedence over number, thereby guaranteeing sound-

ness and solidity to its organizaticnal structure'. Democracy 

is the freedom of the body of an organization and its mass base to 

criticize policies and proqrams froma socialist point of view, 

'starting from the desire for unity,· distinguishing between right 

and wrong through criticism or struggle, and arriving at a new 

unity on a new basis' - new policies and programs." 

WORKERS ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE l 
(centralized leadership) 
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. ·� . ... � 

In the days ahead, the CO will be working towards unifying 

the coop system ideologically, in order to institute democratic 

centralism. After democratic centralism is instituted, the CO 

would still have served its historical tasks and it would then 

disband or run a very high risk of being rejected by new forces 

which will represent forward motion - the future. 
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